MEETING  August 22, 2016 – Executive Committee Meeting

ITEM  MSMT-SWIB Integration

ACTION REQUESTED  Action Item

PRESENTED BY  Mary Craigle, MSMT and Casey Schreiner, SWIB

INFORMATION  In the previous SWIB meeting the board asked staff of MSMT and the SWIB to formulate a plan for integration of the MSMT’s work as it pertains to workforce, and present it to the Executive Committee at their next meeting.

MOTION  To approve the plan for integration of the Main Street Montana Project’s Key Industry Networks (KINs) and their recommendations into the work of the State Workforce Innovation Board as presented.

SYNOPSIS  The Main Street Montana Project’s KINs have proposed industry recommendations revolving around workforce. The recommendations (see attached) have been divided up into two main groups corresponding to the proposed SWIB Standing Committees. These Standing Committees would oversee these recommendations and form task forces comprised of SWIB members, KIN members, and appropriate stake holders to address working on the recommendations (when necessary), and receive reports of progress from all parties assigned to work on the specific recommendations.

ATTACHMENTS  SWIB Standing Committee Plan for Oversight of KIN Recommendations